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Implementation of the program of work practice is done with the purpose of designing a system of registration of accounting which can present a statement of financial for the owner Rina Salon. It is done because Rina Salon still use the recording in the manual specifically for transactions sale. While for the transaction of purchase and transaction others do not exist to do the recording and also be accompanied by proof of the transaction were not archived.

The methodology that is used is in the form of the methods of observation and methods of interviews were conducted in the process of collecting the data transaction of business. Device software that is used in the design of the system is a Microsoft Access 2010. The system of recording of accounting that was designed by the authors have been adapted to the needs of the owner of the business Rina salon which consist of documents supporting up to report transactions and report the financial. With the existence of this accounting recording system, it is expected to help Rina Salon business owners to find out the current condition of their business so that business owners can make the right decisions regarding the process of developing their salon business.
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